Honda mt250

The Enduro Craze was in full swing! But somehow was it just to proof they could do it? The
world was shocked! Today, very few examples are still around other then in museums and
private collections! The gas tank, side cover, and headlight shell were silver. The gas tank top
stripe was orange. The fenders were silver painted plastic. The exhaust system heat shield was
chrome. The engine was a cc piston port single cylinder linked to a 5-speed transmission. It
also used oil injection. The serial number began MT The gas tank and fenders were silver, but
the gas tank top stripe was red. The side cover and headlight shell were black. The exhaust
system heat shield was black. The gas tank was silver with a blue top stripe. The fenders were
white, color impregnated plastic. From CycleChaos. Western Power Sports. This motorcycle ,
scooter , or moped -related article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact
User:Budlight if you need help. Categories : Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles Needs
motorcycle template. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page
was last edited on 10 November , at Honda GN4 10W Service Manual. Runs good, new wiseco
piston and rings installed around miles ago. Tags up to date. Condition is great for a bike this
age, not showroom quality but barely any rust. This is not a bike in original condition. It would
be a good 'restomod' project. I have the mt barrel and carb. It leaks a bit from the forks. Bogs a
bit at top end. No turn signal. Street legal ground up custom restoration. Current registration
pink in hand. Serious buyers only please. Thanks David p. Great rider, fresh oversized piston,
new gaskets, aluminum wheels, mikuni carb, too many parts to list. Comes with all the original
parts besides turn signals and oil tank I run premix These are getting super hard to find,
especially ready to ride. Text preferred. Excellent Honda mt 5' mi. This is bike to ride not a show
piece. Bike is almost complete except for tail light lens , a few other tiny things. Gas tank needs
to be cleaned and sealed -- Connecticut will not title a bike like this. This can be street
registered in CT with a bill of sale and local vin check. Please look at the dm. I have a very rare
75 MT Esinore that runs good. I have the original gas tank and Honda emblems for it along with
a few other rare part's. Call or text me at 2. See photos. I have a Honda MT Elsinore in mint
condition. Vintage 2-stroke. Runs and rides. Would make a good restoration project or just to
ride around on. Put a lot of time and money into it to get in running again. Items that have been
replaced include the gaskets, piston kit, carburetor, petcock, hand grips, foot pegs, and much
more. Comes with a service manual and some additional parts. No title but will write a. City:
Ventura, CA. Posted: 1 month ago. City: Eastern Oregon, OR. Posted: 2 months ago. City:
Roseburg, OR. City: Modesto, CA. Posted: 3 months ago. City: Fresno, CA. Posted: 6 months
ago. City: Sarasota, FL. Posted: 8 months ago. City: Racine, WI. Posted: 11 months ago. City:
Hartford, CT. City: Birmingham, AL. Posted: 1 year ago. City: Hudson Valley, NY. City: Long
Island, NY. City: Little Rock, AR. City: Detroit, MI. City: Des Moines, IA. Posted: 2 years ago.
Please look at all pictures. We have many other parts available check out Bores Cycle for more
parts. Thank you for looking at an item from Mikes Motorcycle Parts. All parts are shipped out
within1 business day of payment clearing. Look at pictures closely and ask any questions, I try
to describe parts as best I can. International shipments take longer sometimes due to items
going through customs so please be patient. Thanks -Mike. Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information yzrv Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending
on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit
eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Huron, Ohio, United States. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Varies for items
shipped from an international location. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab
include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance
and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new
window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More -

opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Bores Cycle yzrv Search within
store. Powered by SixBit's eCommerce Solution. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to
Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges
at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because the item is no longer available. Ships to:.
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is
responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to
wish list. Sign in for more lists. Dec 31, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or
contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. This is a good running bike that is ready to ride. It's not a show
queen but it's not junk, it runs and rides great. Tires have been ridden twice, new bronze
swingarm bushings, new chain and sprockets. This bike has obviously been modified and was
set up this way when I got it a few years ago. Works shocks in good working condition, Alloy
wheels from an MR, larger carburetor, Clarke's gas tank, Renthal handlebars. I think at some
point someone set it up to vintage race but lost interest, the tires that were on it when I got it
had date codes from the late 's. This has been my woods bike for the last two seasons, I
upgraded to a newer KTM and it just sits now. All my riding buddies are on modern bikes and
it's just too hard to keep up. Included with the bike is the correct fitting DG exhaust and cylinder
head flange. I have the matching generic side number plate that goes on when the stock
exhaust is removed. I will say the bike runs stronger and sounds awesome with the DG pipe. It
has been welded near the rear mount, it was cracked when I got it. After welding it was ceramic
coated black. Maybe 10 rides since this was done. Please don't ask me to sell this separately, it
stays with the bike. I also have a disassembled engine minus crank, jug, and piston. It's all in a
big tupperware bin, everything was carefully separated into plastic bags but it was so long ago
that the bags disintegrated and everything is kind of mixed up now. I can include this if you
want it, it would be good for spares if you ever needed to split the case. The bike will need new
fork seals soon as they started leaking the last time it was ridden. If you're planning on sticking
with the stock exhaust pipe it will need the rear rubber mount replaced, it broke the last time I
rode it. I'm happy to answer any questions about the bike, if it matters I would trust this bike to
take me into the deepest nastiest trail I could find. Please consider that this is a 45 year old
motorcycle and is probably best suited for someone with mechanical knowledge of vintage
motorcycles. Like any vehicle of its age, maintenance and upkeep are more demanding than a
modern bike. It is not perfect and could use a bath but it starts right up and rips. If you buy the
motorcycle please make plans to get it shipped in a reasonable amount of time, I need the
space. The last motorcycle I sold on ebay sat in my garage for a year Back to home page Return
to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Dec 31, PST. Shipping: May
not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Item location:
Springfield, Missouri, United States. Seller: chachul0n5c Seller's other items. Make Honda.
Model Elsinore. This 2-Stroke vintage classic was showed at Hanford, Ca. The motorcycle has
been completely gone through and upgraded to modern items where possible. New dual sport

tires, tubes, D. As much was kept original as possible. The frame was powdercoated and
exhaust was high-temp powdercoated. Bike starts on first or second kick, runs great. Can be
run with oil injection or pre-mix. Will run about 75 mph top speed, gets average mpg. Weighs
about pounds and has a 2. You will have to look hard to find a MT in better condition. This 41
year old classic will turn heads. Very low miles The bike was abandoned and donated to a
auction in Missouri. No problems regestering bike. It has a Missouri Salvage title. Please no
scammers, do not waste my time. Cash or direct wire transfer. No Paypal. Bike has been well
taken care of. Call me at If no answer, please leave a message with a return phone number. I'll
call you back. I have completely rebuilt the engine from bottom to top using a professional
mechanic. Monster Compression! There is a tiny dent on rear left corner of tank the size of a
dimeSeat has a small tear on rear left but is originalClear title from the state of Wyoming This
bike is a Honda MT Elsinore. I have completely rebuilt the engine, new seals, bearing and
gaskets. The top end was rebored to first over with new pistons and rings. The frame was
stripped and repainted. The bike is a 2 stroke oil injected motor. This bike is for off road only
and will be sold with Bill of Sale only, no title. Frame: stripped, primed and painted gloss black
and clear coated. Tank: Purged of rust inside and sealed with tank sealer. Striped, primed and
painted to stock colorWheels and Rims: Re-spoked with Buchanan stainless steel spokes. Tires
and tubes replaces with dual sport tires. Front Forks: Replaced seals and dust covers and
refilled with fork oil. Fenders: Striped and repainted. Engine: Replaced all seals, bearing and
gaskets. Barrel reborred to first over. Registration is current and on non operation status. Looks
awesome and runs great! Up for sale is my Honda MT Elsinore 2 stroke dirtbike. I tried bump
starting it and it started to smoke out the pipe a bit. Good compression. It appears most of the
parts are there besides the signals and taillight. The tank is spotless inside but does have some
decent sized dents as seen, The seat has two small rips. Tires hold air. Rims are solid. Kick
starter slips half the time which is a common issue. Right shock is bent. Petcock leaks. It will
clean up nice with a little elbow grease. Please call or text me with any questions. I can also
provide more pics. This 38 year old bike has only a few cosmetic blemishes Non-OP since but
has been maintained. I took it on trade for a bad debt Located in Green Bay, WI. Item can sit till
delivery arrangements are made. I can help with most areas for trustworthy delivery drivers. Call
with questions Honda Elsinore MT in super original condition, runs great, and has title. Really
low original miles and comes with owners manual and original tool kit all intact. Last owner
rode for yrs then parked in basement till now Chrome looks great everywhere. Tires are good.
Everything worked. No damage to report, handle bars are straight. Rides really good shifts,
great bike in clean running condition. Perfect for your collection as a perfectly preserved
original classic enduro. Kick starter slips half the time which is a common issue but still starts
right up. Exhaust needs a bracket welded, It will clean up nice with a little elbow grease. No
returns on shipped parts. Parts can be picked up and paid for with cash which I prefer. Serious
inquiries only! If this ad is still up, the parts are still for sale. I will only respond to emails with
phone numbers! Send me your and I will call you back, Thanks! Williamsburg, VA. Davis, CA.
Olmos Park, TX. Dix Hills, NY. Morristown, TN. Alpharetta, GA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Elsinore Mt Year Make Honda Model Elsinore.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model -. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Louis, Missouri. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Honda 5. Category
Beta Dual Sport 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Top Speed: 76mph period test Engine: cc air-cooled 2-stroke single, 70mm x
They rode and struggled over gravel tracks and clay ruts, and had to contend with dust when it
was dry and gumbo when it was wet. As the motorcycle industry progressed and roads
improved, though, machines became specialized for the specific task at hand, whether that was
commuting, fast road racing or playing in the dirt. Offroad machines built by European
companies such as Bultaco, CZ, Dot and Greeves dominated the dirt market in the s and s. By
the late s, however, Japanese manufacturers dropped a bombshell as they began introducing
lightweight, easy-to-handle offroad bikes. Kawasaki, Suzuki and Yamaha all built 2-stroke
powered dirt and enduro-style bikes, starting a craze for hitting the path less traveled. Hitting
the competition circuit, Suzuki was the first Japanese manufacturer to claim the cc MX World
Championship, in By comparison, Honda had been building scrambler-style 4-stroke powered
machines, such as the cc CL77, for several years. They even launched the dual-purpose
4-stroke, single-cylinder XL in The CR weighed in at just pounds and featured a cc 2-stroke,
piston-port, single-cylinder engine with cast magnesium cases. An aluminum gas tank sat atop
a chrome moly frame and the machine rolled on alloy rims. Everything about the CR was built
for the sole purpose of going fast and furious around the bumps, jumps and berms of a
motocross track. Immediately after launching the CR, for the model year Honda unveiled the MT,
a dual-purpose version of the Elsinore. Cycle World editors were particularly captivated by all of

the lightweight goodies that made the CR such a winner, and lamented the fact the MT was
given a mild steel frame, steel triple clamps and steel wheel rims. All that steel added extra
weight, bringing the MT up to pounds with a full tank of gasoline. And while based on the CR
engine, the mill in the MT was slightly redesigned for more pedestrian duty and was equipped
with heavier flywheels to keep the dual-purpose unit happier at idle and running more smoothly
through the rev range. Following typical 2-stroke technology for the era, the MT featured double
transfer ports and a large exhaust window. A two-ring alloy piston traveled in a steel cylinder
liner, and joined the steel connecting rod via a caged needle bearing at the piston and a caged
roller bearing at the crankshaft. Four studs secured the head and barrel to the engine cases.
The MT incorporated a flywheel magneto for ignition and also included two small coils to
provide juice for the 6-volt lighting system, with an alternator to charge the battery. Power was
transferred to a 5-speed transmission through a geared primary drive and multiplate clutch
running in oil. Hubs, too, came from the XL and were constructed of alloy. Dual rear shocks
anchored a steel swingarm, but typical of the time, their performance was less than
commendable. The items fitted in place on the MT model only perform satisfactorily up to a
point â€¦ and the point just happens to be the end of the pavement. In the dirt the 5-way
adjustable shocks do lots of bottoming and slamming, making control more of a problem.
Honda replaced the aluminum gas tank found on the CR with a steel tank on the MT, and all
other body panels, including fenders and side covers, were made of plastic, with the rear fender
getting an inner brace to support the taillight. The MTs were finished in silver metallic with
Daytona Orange stripes on the tank top. Model specifications did not change dramatically for ,
apart from the stripe changing to Tahitian Red. The side covers and the headlight shell went
from silver to black, and the side cover decals became yellow and white. Fenders for both years
were silver-painted plastic. For the MT was still silver, but now had an Aquarius Blue stripe,
while the fenders were white impregnated plastic. Testers criticized the MT for being
underpowered or over geared, and instead of perfecting the motorcycle, Honda quit production
of the MT in Meanwhile, its CR motocross sibling remained in production until , when Honda
dropped all 2-stroke production. He rode it year-round for three years, using it to get to school
and to his job pumping gas, before graduating to a Suzuki GT triple. Forty-one years ago, when
Anthony bought his Kawasaki, it was actually the Honda MT Elsinore that had captured his
attention. Yet he never did buy one, and even after all of those other motorcycles, the MT was
still alluring. Three years ago, Anthony found himself with a little extra time â€” he works five
days on and four days off â€” and he started looking for an Elsinore. Once home, his initial goal
was simply to get it running. First on the to-do list was the gas tank. Anthony bought a coating
kit, following the package directions closely to clean out the rust and etch the metal before
applying the sealer. Next came the frame. It was in good shape, and was media-blasted together
with the swingarm, kickstand and various other small pieces before being delivered to Kojah
Powder Coating in Cremona, Alberta, for a satin black finish. With the frame and wheels back in
the garage, Anthony detailed the forks and polished the alloy sliders, putting everything back
together with new seals. The fork tubes were surprisingly rust free. He disassembled the rear
shocks, had the springs powder coated, then reassembled them with new mounting rubbers.
Turning to the engine, he split the cases, cleaned and checked them, and once everything was
confirmed to be in good condition, he sprayed the castings with a fresh coat of
high-temperature satin black paint. As the bottom end went together, he replaced every bearing
and seal. Because of its low mileage the engine was in fair condition, but Anthony installed new
piston rings and honed the cylinder, which he also painted, together with the head. Worried
about parts availability before he started the project, Anthony was pleased to find most
everything he needed. A fresh seat cover was included with the project, and after locating a pan
to replace the rusted out original, Anthony and his wife, Melanie, installed the new vinyl over
new foam. Anthony wanted to save the period accessory rear carrier, which was on the bike
when he bought it, so he sent it to Alberta Plating Ltd. After some eight months, Anthony
completed the MT, his first motorcycle restoration, by cleaning and installing the original
factory wiring harness. Once done, it was finally time to see how it ran, and it fired up without
any fuss. He now uses it to spin around town. Riding the Honda is satisfying, but what Anthony
really enjoyed most was the restoration process, which he says he found to be therapeutic. I
believe I addressed all of the shortcoming noted: knobbies, Koni shocks, smaller front sprocket,
Bassani pipe, removed the turn signals, mounted a smaller tail light, that kind of stuff. Someone
at the Honda shop in town did all this and the CR top-end, swap. Wish I had simply bought that
bike, but just as well I learned on my own. It wasn't fast, but was as reliable as a stone, and took
me on every dirt road and mining train within thirty mile of town. After graduation it retired to a
farm in Missouri where my father and I enjoyed riding it along the levy, and where I'm sure it is
still running. Thank you Greg for writing the nice history, and congratulations to Anthony on

your restoration. The MT was my first bike, purchased junior year at Boulder. Addressed most
of the issues, smaller countershaft sprocket, koni shocks, Bassani pipe, removed all signals. It
wasn't fast, but it was loud with the pipe, and reliable as a stone. It also took me on every dirt
road and trail within 30 miles of town. After school it retired to a farm in Missouri, where I'm
sure it is still running. Appreciate the story. Unfortunately not the same case for the models [the
CR used 6 studs, the MT like I once owned, only 5. Ride on! Motorcycle Classics is America's
premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life
long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today!
Photo by Kurtis Kristianson. Owner Anthony Wiebe bought this MT with just 2, miles on the
clock, but it was in need of a complete restoration. Anthony had the period accessory rear rack
rechromed, along with the handlebars. After some eight months of work, this MT is back on the
road and looking lovely. Continue Reading. MT details Following typical 2-stroke technology for
the era, the MT featured double transfer ports and a large exhaust window. Share your thoughts.
John Stanhaus. Related Content. Ariel Red Hunter Print. Add to cart. Chief Print. Classic Honda
Motorcycles. Triumph TR Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha
XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join Today! Make
Honda. Model Elsinore. Number 3 of 80 made for the Honda Racing Team. All original parts in
hand. Model MR This 2-Stroke vintage classic was showed at Hanford, Ca. The motorcycle has
been completely gone through and upgraded to modern items where possible. New dual sport
tires, tubes, D. As much was kept original as possible. The frame was powdercoated and
exhaust was high-temp powdercoated. Bike starts on first or second kick, runs great. Can be
run with oil injection or pre-mix. Will run about 75 mph top speed, gets average mpg. Weighs
about pounds and has a 2. You will have to look hard to find a MT in better condition. This 41
year old classic will turn heads. Very low miles The bike was abandoned and donated to a
auction in Missouri. No problems regestering bike. It has a Missouri Salvage title. Please no
scammers, do not waste my time. Cash or direct wire transfer. No Paypal. Bike has been well
taken care of. Call me at If no answer, please leave a message with a return phone number. I'll
call you back. Model CR. Starts 2nd or 3rd kick; shifts as it should. Nice bike for collection or
vintage MX. I will not ship; buyer is responsible for shipping, I will cooperate with buyer and
their shipper. Sharp looking race bike Freshly rebuilt top end has two races on it. Strong
running Trans is tight, shifts as it should, never pops out of gear. Frame off bead blasted frame,
painted frame. NEW throttle cable, and throttle mechanism. New front rear wheel bearings.
Newer progressive rear springs. Rims painted gloss black, decent shape, back wheel was trued
by local dealer. Brakes are in good shape and stop decent for drum. Bike raced Budds Creek
ran great all day Needs: really nothing Kick starter must be rubber banded, little loose, typical
for old cr'sgas tank has started to peel because i painted it plastic red. Full cosmetic resto - plus
the following items new Check out our other auctions!! Selling a nice clean vintage Honda MR50
Elsinore kids minibike. This is a neat little vintage machine that appears to be in great original
condition. I dont know a ton about the MR50, but I was told this was all original. Sold with a bill
of sale only. Not registered in the state of CA. I bought it to ride back and fourth to my mailbox. I
have had it for about 2 years and it runs well. Tank and seat are in great shape for the bikes age.
I think its all original, right down to grips, but I am not an expert on the MR 50's. The plastic is in
great shape but has normal scuffing from age. Please look closely at the pics. I would not call it
mint, but I would call it a very clean rider. Everything is straight, bars, levers, pegs. The brake
lever tip is broke off, but its a clean break. This is a cool bike because it is both a two stroke
AND it has a working clutch. All the other Honda mini's are four strokes and automatic. This
would make a great addition to your collection or use as a pit bike or a rider. The boring stuff
but please read :Shipping: I suggest you use Daily Direct for transport. Their phone number is
haulbikes, and they are professionals with a strong track record of moving expensive and nice
motorcycles. Daily Direct offers door to door "roll on" and "roll off" service. I can and will ship
international, but the buyer must coordinate this, as the process can be cumbersome. I will
assist as best as possible and do have really good access to shippers to the UK, Europe and
Australia. I can also ship to the middle east as well. But please note that all paperwork will be
handled by the buyer. I dont do paperwork very well. Seller Notes: If you are a serious buyer and
have the money in hand, I am happy to talk to you on the phone about whatever questions or
interest you have in the bikes. But please, no time wasters or tire kickers. If you are a serious
buyer, it is available to be shown for you or to an agent of your choice. I always suggest you
have someone review a bike before buying, but realize it is not always practical, as sometimes
matter of opinion on condition can be different. But I am not looking for tire kickers or time
wasters. The bike is located in Northern California. I am very easy to work with, but a little clear
communication goes a long way with me. We will take payment however is easiest for you for to
send, as we understand that some buyers might be out of the country. Cash, bank to bank

payment, bank check, Paypal, WU, Carrier Pidgin - whatever - but as long as it clears our bank
and you are not playing the Nigerian lottery with me, I could care less how it comes. Just make
sure it comes. My bikes are always for sale locally and I reserve the right to end the listing at
any time if a local buyer comes forward. In case you are wondering anything about me as a
seller, I have been on eBay since thats over 16 years and have not one negative feedback. I am
just a nut for older dirt bikes and ATV's from the 's. I have a nice collection of bikes that I have
built up over 15 years of collecting and messing about. I have several others that I am selling,
including several 85 - 86 r's and x's, as well as a 86 x and a 86 atcsx. I am clearing out some
bikes to make room for other projects, so hit me up if you are interested in one of them.. See my
other listings for some more of my stuff, but I doubt I will get around to listing all of them. The
Elsinore changed Motorcross with one of the longest rear suspension in the market. Featuring
lay down rear suspension and leading link front brakes. This bike has ben restored. Not all of
the parts used are original. On Display at Bohn Cycle!! Please note that the hours listed above
are not correct. The trader requires you submit some thing to be able to host the listing. Up for
sale a beautiful classic CR Elsinore. This bike is one of the most collectible vintage bikes ever
produced. This Honda has been recently restored and the engine is new from top to bottom.
Take a look at the pictures and then get yourself that awesome Christmas present that you
never received back in December. I have been restoring a few of these Honda CR Elsinores a
year and this is the last one that I have. I started a new job in January and I just won't have the
time that it takes to build any more of these incredible machines from the glory days of
motocross. This bike comes with a Bill of Sale only, I do not have a Title for this off-road only
cycle. I will assist the best I can with delivery, however the cost of shipping is the responsibility
of the buyer. Bike is straight and clean. Has been exposed to elements when stored before we
received the bike. Would make a great restoration project. Little piece of history from Honda
Motorcycles. Model Elsinore MR Starts, runs, shifts, stops and drives. Engine seems very
strong. Unbelievable condition lots of period performance parts. You can't find these things. All
on one machine and operational. I have completely rebuilt the engine from bottom to top using
a professional mechanic. Monster Compression! There is a tiny dent on rear left corner of tank
the size of a dimeSeat has a small tear on rear left but is originalClear title from the state of
Wyoming One of the finest in the country. Original un molested condition. Thats it, eight times
out. New pro Form Racing exhaust and silencer. I will include the original pipe with this bike.
Call me for any additional info I will help any way I can with delivery. Pictures tell the story of
this beautiful vintage racer! Call before bidding for all details. Bayfield, CO. Carthagena, OH.
Greenwood, IN. South Kingstown, RI. Lyles, TN. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alpharetta, GA. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Elsinore. Year Make Honda
Model Elsinore. Honda : Other 76 honda mr elsinore mr enduro 2 stroke Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model -. Oliver, Pennsylvania. Year - Make - Model -.
Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. Make Honda 30 Other Makes 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Replaces OEM Stock Type Screw on Reflector,
6mm thread. Magnetic Oil Drain Plug 12mm Diameter 1. Replacement Fuel Petcock Screen for
the stock type fuel petcock. Pitch - Steel Plated Size: 4 x 55mm. Fork Cap O-Ring Set of 2.
Replaces OEM X2. Grease Fitting Nipple A. These Caps go on the Ends of the Swingarm Pivot.
Gives your bike a great custom look. Made in the U. Makes for super easy brake adjustments
due to the choice of a knurled outside knob and a hex nut feature all in one. High quality CNC
machined part, made in the U. High quality chrome switch designed to clean up the appearance
of your bike while allowing the use of a switch. Includes a contoured washer which allows for
installations on round surfaces such as handlebars or frames. Switch Size 14mm x 12mm with
2X 20" wires. Satin Black Die-Cast aluminum housing with a nylon throttle tube. Opens carbs up
to 38mm. Allen key included for assembly. Pull cable thread size is M10 x 1. Throttle is 6" total
in length. Warms up when the engine is running. Easy to use relay protected sealed controls.
Rubber resistant to low temperatures and resists cracking. Easy install with no gluing needed.
Notice: During this worldwide fight against COVID we continue shipping orders daily with a
limited workforce performing daily workplace sanitization to prevent the spread of this disease.
Thank you for your support during this time and we hope you and your family stay safe. Login
or Create an Account. Refine Search Results. Kickstart Rubber Honda MT Clutch Lever Honda
MT Brake Lever Honda MT Fork Seals Honda MT Lens Screw Honda MT Speedometer Cable
Honda MT Universal Glas-Pak Insert Tire Valve Stem Tire Valve Stem Caps Tire Fill Valve Rivet
Link Clip Link Cam Chain Rivet Link Heated Grips Classic Coke Bottle Grips The names Honda,
Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and any other trade names or symbols belonging to each respective
corporation are stated for reference purposes only. The products on this site are after market
not OEM replacement parts and accessories only. We have no relationship to the listed
companies. With the hours in a day of isolation stretching out, we stare into clean sheds, and

out onto empty roads. Dream builds manifest in our minds and stretch further towards the
boundaries of our imagination. Impossible combinations of powerful engines rammed into
elegant frames. High spec parts bolted between endlessly customised metalwork. On and on we
dream. In an era of 4-stroke single-cylinders the MT Elsinore struck out along with the other
major Japanese manufactures. Fitted with a lightweight 2-stroke that is endlessly charming and
equally inspiring. Starting with a full teardown to the frame it was cleaned back to bare metal.
The subframe needed to be altered to accommodate the new integrated wi
2006 acura tl parts diagram
square d wiring diagrams
brain wiring in spanish
ring and indicators. Step by intricate step. The forks polished, seals replaced and the chrome
D. D rims were kept as they were in great condition. The engine was repainted and colour
matched to the original bronze colour. But lets put the masochistic level of restoration to one
side for a moment. Steve had to let his wild side dance in a few ways to celebrate the 2-stroke
power and his own dirt track racing passion. The handlebars have been upgraded to Renthal
race bars with Pro Taper diamond grips. The original OEM exhaust expansion chamber has
been ceramic coated in satin black. Exchanging a few other parts has helped shed almost 3kgs
or around 2. So theoretically it now has a better power to weight ratio. Staring down the endless
horizon of increased performance is a dream none of us can deny having, including Steve.
Instead it celebrates beauty through kind and patient hands. This bike, when fired up, is the
sensory overload we are all ready for when this dream ends. Share 3K. Pin

